Add a Prospect and Link to a Profile
Turn business cards and other brief information into rich, up-to-date profiles, with new professional insights, by
adding contact information into Recruiter and associating the information that you enter with that person’s
LinkedIn profile.

Create a New Prospect
1. Click the More menu at the top of
the screen and select Import
Candidates.

2. Select Create new.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Enter the First Name.
Enter the Last Name.
Enter an Email or Phone.
Enter a Job Title. (optional)
Enter a Company. (optional)
Enter a Location. (optional)

9. Select a Source.
10. Add Tags. (optional)
11. Select a Project or click Create a new project. (optional)
Tags identify
special skills or
experience, roles
this prospect could
fit, or special
attributes. They can
also indicate
prospect ownership
and refine
searches.

The source
identifies where
you met or how
you found this
prospect.
Put prospects
directly into your
pipeline of talent
by adding them
to a project.

12. Click Create.
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Manually Link to a Profile*
If the email address or phone number that you enter matches a LinkedIn profile, it is automatically linked. If the
email address or phone number doesn’t match any contact information associated with a LinkedIn profile, you
can do a search and manually link it to the correct profile.
1. Select the LinkedIn profile match for this
person:
 If a suggested profile is a match,
click Match next to the correct
profile.
 If the suggested profiles are not
matches, click More matches,
locate the correct profile, and click
Match.

2. Verify that you selected the correct person
and click Confirm.

3. Your prospect is now matched to the
correct LinkedIn profile.

*If a prospect doesn't have a LinkedIn profile, it appears for you and your team like any other profile in the system, but without the
LinkedIn data. You can still view all contact information, experience, and other information that you imported with the record and you
can also perform nearly all the same activities that you can with a LinkedIn profile, such as adding additional information provided by
the prospect, sending messages, adding notes, attaching files, and tracking project statuses.
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